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VET & Culture network – notes from 5th March 2021 online meeting “Closeness and Distance(s) in 

Pedagogical Encounters” 

1. Introduction and warming up – sharing images and pictures on the theme of closeness and 

distance using Padlet, for example: 

 

 
2. Theme-centered interaction in VET teacher education: do digital formats also work? Franz 

Kaiser / Claudia Kalisch (University of Rostock, Germany)  

 Changing type of work and learning 

 Successfully adapting classroom teaching format due to the pandemic; adapting to 

online learning and identifying ways for students to continue to interact  

3. Closeness and distance: Reflections on teaching practice in times of Digitalisation. Anna 

Mazenod (University of Lyon 2, France) 

 Further emphasis needed on learning in online teaching and learning  

 Elements of closeness, distance and time construct differences in physical and online 

learning environments 
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4. VET and adult education: so close, so distant. Fernando Marhuenda (University of Valencia, 

Spain) 

 Teaching, learning and assessment – ticking boxes; increasing importance of 

accreditation and self-responsibility 

 Permanent shift in teaching and learning; changement in our relation to technical 

tools; drawing on different kinds of capital; adult education as emancipatory 

5.  Closeness and distance(s) in VET and Culture network mission and encounters. Anja 

Heikkinen (University of Tampere, Finland) 

 Presenting glimpses of network activity from over 30 years; revisiting the network 

mission in the competitive university era 

 For the network the ethos has been important; ethical activity inside the academy; 

the network has embraced different theoretical and pedagogical approaches  

 Caring and sharing functions within the network are important to keep the activity 

going and to take forward new activities; do the publishing and communication 

channels that have been previously used still support sharing within the network 

6. Discussion about the network’s mission and future activities 

 Gabriele – Anja’s overview (and the pictures) a good reminder of the meaningful 

experiences through the network the mission of the network is still very relevant; the 

topics transform from year to year, what is less obvious is the amount of work 

behind the scenes to organise all this activity; need to find new ways of co-operating 

to develop the network further 

 Philipp - as a long-time member of the network this is a fascinating way to exchange 

on these topis; we do need to move to a new direction, one example of which is 

book publishing an older way of doing things, especially given digitalisation and 

impact of climate change; find new more vivid means, new forums; PhD 

programmes, less high stakes forums as today for example, but we need more time 

to develop these ideas 

 Anja – one way forward would be to have some agreement about circulating 

responsibility 

 Franz – these kinds of (virtual) meetings make things easier but don’t want to miss 

the face-to-face encounters 

 Anja – important to remember that the face-to-face encounters which could take 

place over 3-4 days include sharing and having fun, learning from the historical 

contexts, perhaps learning from policy-makers, sharing our research and experiences 

as researchers. It is difficult to build in these different elements in virtual encounters 

 Anna Mazenod – a combination of online & face-to-face meetings going forward, the 

online format allows meetings to take place in the current uncertain times 

 Liv - today’s session has been enriching; a belief in the importance of long-term 

relationships and histories, reflected in the pictures Anja shared in her presentation; 

impressed with the new website for the network 

 Aseduzzaman – (introduced to the network by Anja Heikkinen); need to explore VET 

in its global dimension (not just in Europe); researching in the field of governance 

and digitalisation, considering North-South dimensions; in Bangladesh VET is a big 

field,; willing to contribute to the network activities?  

 Padlet proposal: 1 input in VET, longer break-out rooms 

 

 


